
 Julie’s Strie, Be my Valentine & Kennedy Birch


Please read all instructions prior to installing 
Thank you for choosing an Artisan Wall Covering by Stanton Gray we recommend a 
professional installer hang our papers.


Preparation: 

Before you cut and hang the wallpaper, please be sure you have done the following: 

	 1. Apply a hard acrylic wall protecting primer that is specifically made for wallpaper. 	 	
	 	 Please avoid using R-35

	 2. Allow the primed walls to dry thoroughly before hanging papers.

	 3. Make sure the area being papered is conditioned and weather tight to avoid 	 	  
	 	 excessive damp, dry, hot or cold conditions.

	 4. Make sure the area being papered is dust free and clean

	 5. Make sure the paper rolls are free of defects and you have the proper amount to 	 	
	 	 finish the project. 

	 6. Remove all wall fixtures (when possible) to help with ease of installation.  This 		 	
	 	 includes switch plates, sconces, handrails, thermostats & alarm plates.


To hang the paper: 
	 

	 1. A clear premixed vinyl adhesive is recommended for standard drywall applications. 	 	
	 When Applying to plaster, wood & MDF a heavy duty clay adhesive is recommended.

	 2. Apply the paste to the back of the paper, this will make the paper flexible and easy to 
	 	 install.

	 3. Allow the paste to become tacky prior to hanging (exact amount of time needed will 	 	
	 	 vary depending on temperature, humidity, etc)

	 4. When booking, leave booked ends well rounded to avoid creasing.


Please note it is important to keep the face of the wallpaper free of any adhesive as this 
can dull or stain the front of the paper.   

	 5. The edges are untrimmed and will require a precision edge on your work table.  

	 6.  The finished trimmed paper will be approximately 2 inches narrower to account for 	 	
	 	 the salvaged edge

	 7. Please insure your razor blade is sharp at all times.  You will need to change blades 	 	
	 	 often as the glass beads and plasters will dull blades quickly.

	 8. It is recommended that you paste, trim & hang one strip at a time.  

	 9. Gently smooth the paper using a smoother, avoid using a seam roller.


These are hand crafted wallpapers, slight pattern variations from strip to strip are part of 
the wallpaper and should not be considered an imperfection.   

General cleaning on wallpapers can be done with a soft brush attachment on a vacuum.  
For spot cleaning use a damp cloth please make sure the cloth is not sopping.  An all natural 
cleaner (such as Method All Purpose Cleaner) can be used to clean food spills.  Please perform 
a spot test to a small area prior to using any cleaners.  
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